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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Handmade Arabesque Marble Mosaic Tile For Backsplash Wall Tile

Short Description: We supply this high quality

arabesque marble mosaic tile with good price. All stone

chips are from nature and every piece of tile is

handmade on the back-net. This mosaic pattern is

welcomed by many people.

Model No.: WPM097

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: White & Grey & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Waterjet mosaic can be regarded as a development of mosaic technology, while marble

waterjet tile is an extension of mosaic stone patterns. And it is a new stone product derived

from the combination of mosaic technology and innovation. We have been pursuing

exquisite products and this arabesque marble mosaic tile is different from other classic styles,

we use black and grey beard-shaped chips to inlay the two sides of white arabesque shapes,

each figure is surrounded by curved long grey marble. We only select the qualified natural
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marble products to process the mosaic particles, this tile we use white, grey, and black marble

to decorate the whole tile.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Handmade Arabesque Marble Mosaic Tile For Backsplash Wall Tile

Model No.: WPM097

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: Black & Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Crystal White Marble, Royal Black Marble, Crystal Grey Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM097

Chip Colors: White, black, grey

Marble Name: Crystal White, Royal Black, Crystal Grey

Model No.: WPM371

Chip Colors: White, black

Marble Name: Oriental White, Black Marquina

Product Application

This arabesque marble mosaic tile is made of three natural marbles, and there are small particles

inserted in the chip figures. We suggest it install on the walls and splashbacks as decorative mosaic tile

backsplash and mosaic wall tiles. For example, marble wall tile kitchen, stone mosaic tile backsplash in

the kitchen, natural stone tile for shower walls, and mosaic tile for bathroom backsplash. If you have

other inspirations about its application, please don’t forget to tell us and help us to enrich our product

details.



After installing the wall surface and the backsplash, don’t forget to ask the tiling company to seal the

mosaic surface, and you will get pretty work in the end. If our products gain a perfect application in

these areas and never tire of watching, then all our efforts will not be in vain.

FAQ

Q: Do you have a price list of all products?

A: We don't have a whole price list for 500+ items of mosaic products, please leave us a message about

your favorite mosaic item.

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote? Do you have a quote form for product quotes?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and

delivery details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.

Q: What is your price term?

A: Normally FOB, then EXW, FCA, CNF, DDP, and DDU are available.

Q: What is the loading port of this product?

A: XIAMEN, CHINA


